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SECRET
-PORTS-

MARIEL NAVAL PORT 2301N 08245W

VESSELS -- 7 KOMAR-CLASS PGMG NORTH OF AIRFIELD (2 AT ANCHOR), ONE PT BOAT, 4 PATROL CRAFT, ONE KRONSTADT-CLASS, ONE ORE OR GRAIN BARGE, ONE PF UNDERWAY AND ONE FREIGHTER. INCOMPLETE COVERAGE.

-MILITARY ACTIVITY-

MANAGUA MILITARY INSTALLATION 2258N 08217W

NO APPARENT CHANGE IN FACILITY. THREE-GUN OCCUPIED LIGHT AA SITE LOCATED ON HILLTOP SOUTH OF CAMP. COVERAGE INCOMPLETE.

MANAGUA MUNITIONS STORAGE SITE 2258N 08218W

NO APPARENT CHANGE. SINGLE FENCE AROUND SITE IS SUPPORTED BY Y-SHAPED POSTS. VINES HAVE GROWN ON FENCE IN SOME SECTIONS.

MARIEL, MILITARY HEADQUARTERS AREA 2301N 08450W

VEHICLES/EQUIPMENT -- 35 TRUCKS, 13 VANS, 3 PRIME Movers, SOME UNIDENTIFIED CANVAS-COVERED EQUIPMENT,